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Trevor had undesirable intentions from the start. He was once by no means going to marry
Candace, he used to be along with her for intercourse and money. Candace corridor used to be
a complicated wealthy girl who may possibly get any guy she wanted. Trevor was once a nickel
and dime drug broker while she first met him. After snoozing with Trevor she went loopy over
him. Trevor was once the kind of guy who bragged on his sexual healing, as he referred to as it,
along with his partners, till he met Bad Intentions his Bad Intentions fit Shelia. every person
known as her Strawberry, an area identify from the strip membership she danced at. Shelia
sought after money, intercourse and power. She used to be a bossy stylish who sought after all
males to fall at her ft simply because she used to be a stripper and knew simply what males
wanted. Trevor quickly fell in love with Shelia whereas he was once nonetheless getting
intercourse and cash from Candace, mendacity to her approximately how he enjoyed her and
was once going to marry her. Candace quickly figured out that Trevor used to be a time looser
and a cheat. whilst she reveals out he's dishonest and in love with Shelia all hell breaks loose.
Shelia has a number of secrets and techniques herself. not just that, Trevor loves to play it shut
among the sheets with different women. Trevor could be in for a painful surprise. Candace is
elegant She's faraway from the Ms. blameless she pretends to be. She has a depressing
mystery herself. Will Candace get even and Bad Intentions deal with Shelia, and the remainder
of Trevor's scheming women? Or will Candace supply Trevor a style of his personal his
medicine?
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